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Erratum 
Volume 44, Number 2 (1987), in the article "Embedding Partial Triple 
Systems," by C. A. Rodger and S. J. Stubbs, pp. 241-252: On page 246, in 
Lemma 4 it is proved that for all v, 2, and n with 1 <~ v <~ (n, 2) there is an 
equitable partial triple system A = (T, D) with v triples and n symbols and 
of index 2. The proof is essentially inductive, focussing on two symbols, el 
and e2, such that rA(el)-rA(e2)>~ 2, where r~(c~) is the number of triples 
in A containing symbol ~. The proof shows how to find another partial 
triple system A' with IrA,(O~l)--rA,(O~2) ] ~<1 and rA,(x)=rA(X) for all 
xe  T\{cq, ~2}. The concern with this proof raised by C. J. Colbourn is in 
showing that in A', the number of triples containing the pairs {el, x} (and 
{e2, x})is at most 2 for all xe  T\{el ,  ct2}. Indeed some additional care is 
needed in the proof to ensure that this property holds. This requires two 
observations. 
1. The proof of Lemma 2 on page 244 actually shows more than is 
stated in the lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a finite loopless multigraph such that: 
(i) A(H) <~ 22, for some positive integer 2; 
(ii) H does not contain a 22-regular subgraph with an odd number of 
edges. 
Then H has an equalized edge-colouring with 2 colours such that each vertex 
is incident with at most 2 edges of each colour. 
Furthermore, let H1, ..., Hx be the components of H with an odd number 
of edges and in which each vertex has even degree, and for 1 <<. i<<. x let 
ui~ V(Hi) be any vertex with dm(ui)< 22 (ui exists by (ii)). Then we can 
ensure that the equalized edge coloring also satisfies 
I tCl(ui)[- l f2(ui)] l=2 for l<~i<~x, and 
(iii) 
[ [Ca(~)l-IC2(cQI [~<1 forall ot~v(n)\{ui[ l~ i4x} .  
Proof. This follows immediately from cases 1 to 4 in the proof of 
Lemma 2. | 
2. The proof of Lemma 4 should make use of (iii) as follows. In H, 
for each component H1 ..... Hx with an odd number of edges and in which 
each vertex has even degree, form a graph H* from Hi by adding two new 
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vertices/)1 and/)2, and for each ee  V(H+) and for 1 ~<j~<2 join/)j to e with 
x edges, where x is the number of triples {~, cq, c~2} in D. Then e(H*) is 
odd since e(Hi) is odd, so there is a vertex ui ~ V(Hi) with dH; (ui) <~ 22-- 2. 
(If all vertices in V(Hi) had degree 22 in H* then the edges could be parti- 
tioned into two sets of equal size: for 1 ~j~<2 color {~, v/} with j, and if 
{x, y} eE(H+) because {x, y, %} eD then color {x, y} with j ;  so at each 
vertex in V(H+) 2 edges are colored 1 and 2 are colored 2. This would 
contradict e(H*) being odd.) Now, when applying Lemma2 in the 
proof of Lemma4, we use u~ for l<~i<~x as just defined. Then by (iii), 
the proof of Lemma 4 now shows that the number of edges in A' joining 
x to ~ for each x~ T\{cq, (Z2) is at most 2. 
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